Carole Irving – Acrylic with Palette Knife – 12 Jan 2015
Shhhh! Don’t tell anyone, but it’s Carole’s first ever demonstration....I said Shhhh!
Carole has been painting since she was a child and as the youngest of a family of artists had
to keep up but up until March 2014, hadn’t painted for 10 years but is now a Professional
Artist (PA) member of the SAA. Her dog William likes to sit by her as she paints and often
ends up with green and purple streaks.
She always uses cheap paint from Amazon or Ebay for slapping on but does also use more
expensive stuff for more detailed work.
Today’s subject is flowers; For the first picture she streaked on some white with a palette
knife, then some blue (System 3 Prussian Blue) for the sky, which will show through as the
background, then some yellow mixed to green for some grass. (Carole uses a big trowel
initially to give broad strokes and then moves to a smaller one for detail)

Purple was then added to the bottom and scraped upwards. The purple gives depth because
of the darkness. Paint was then scratched out upwards to give the stalks of the plants

Some Magenta was added to the colour at the bottom and then a small piece of each colour
she had used.

She added some Magenta and Blue for some darker stems which gives the effect of pushing
the white stems into the background.
A big influence on Carole’s work has been the gardener Gertrude Jekyll (See links below).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gertrude_Jekyl
http://gertrudejekylldesigns.com/
When mixing white into other colours in acrylic you have to be careful and mix them well
otherwise the mix can come out streaky.
Carole then painted in three purple Alliums – she always tries to put in three of everything.

She then used a wooden skewer to put some detail in the Alliums, then a palette knife with
a sharp, but flat, end, to put in the spiky bits.
Some daisies were put in; first the yellow centre, then the white petals with a brush. The
daisies were painted over the top of the dark blue which made them stand out. More Yellow
was added to the daisy centres.

Next some buttercups. Purple was added to the yellow for the back of the buttercup
(shaded side) and then pure yellow for the front. Poppies were also added in Red but some
Red was mixed with Yellow to make an orange tinge; again for depth. The centre of the
poppy was placed in using Mars Black with a brush.

The Poppies were left to dry for a bit and the stems concentrated on – Green with some
Prussian Blue added for the Daisy and Buttercup stems otherwise they would be stranded in
mid-air. Then Green was added, with the side of a palette knife, to the vertical scraped off
areas to represent grass. The same palette knife was then used flat to create the larger
green leaves and the skewer again to create the veins in the green leaves.

The partly completed picture

A similar painting that has been completed

For the second picture, an old painting was used covered roughly with tissue paper stuck
with PVA glue.

This was painted over using a wide brush with White, Prussian Blue down the right and
Yellow down the left, showing the old painting coming through. The shape of a vase was put
in with white and some depth put in with a palette knife upwards from the bottom using a
Darker Blue. Then the vase was painted in with the palette knife using Dark Blue and
Magenta.
Some background shadow was put in with a wide brush and then a hint of flowers with
Magenta. Layers of colour were built up slowly with some green added for background
leaves, the tissue giving texture to the leaves.

Again a line of colour was put along the bottom for no other reason than it ‘beds’ the
picture and it is her ‘signature’. The vase was highlighted on the left with white and a hint of
tiles where the vase is standing. Using some Yellow, Carole put in ‘something vaguely flower
shaped’ (sic) which turned out to look exactly like roses. Using the trusty skewer she put
some detail into the rose flowers. Stems were then included with a Dark Green using the

side of the palette knife and yet again the trusty skewer for the leaf veins. As the Roses are
nearly dry the front lighter petals were added using pure Yellow.

The finished picture:-

Jon Wright - January 2015

